Buying guide

EKTORP

Seating system
Models
Footstool
Armchair
2-seat sofa
3-seat sofa
3-seat sofa with chaise longue

Storage in footstool

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Washable cover

Read more in
the guarantee brochure.

As you like it, as long as you like it
The EKTORP seating series gives you so many choices, whether you’re
looking for a comfortable armchair, or an entire living room. You can
easily match the many different covers for a personal look. We have
worked thoroughly on the practical details, such as washable covers
and reversible back cushions, to make EKTORP a personal and longlasting choice for your home. Need a place to sleep too? VRETSTORP
sofa-bed is designed to match EKTORP in both form and covers.
Details to appreciate, day after day
EKTORP has soft seat cushions that follow the contours of your body.
They also provide good support for your back and are strong enough
to use day after day. A simple yet clever detail is that the fabric back
cushions are reversible, so they keep fresh longer. You can also
remove and wash the covers when needed. To be sure EKTORP will
withstand the demands of everyday life, we’ve been extra careful with
important details, like making strong seams and durable covers. This
way, you can appreciate your EKTORP for a long time!

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff
or look at www.IKEA.my for more information. For more detailed product information,
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Good to know
You can put the chaise longue on EKTORP two-seat sofa with
chaise longue wherever you like. That makes it easy to place the
sofa, regardless of the layout of the room – and easy to rearrange when you feel like it. You also get plenty of comfortable
seats and can stretch out properly.

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to resist
abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against another
fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can take 15,000
cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand everyday life
at home – and if it can take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very
resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which
is why we also check that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy,
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibres
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural
fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a clean
one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa of
course.

Washing instructions

Resistance to
abrasion
(cycles)

HALLARP grey

Machine washable at 40°C.

15,000

5

HALLARP beige

Machine washable at 40°C.

15,000

5

TOTEBO light beige

Machine washable at 40°C.

25,000

5

TOTEBO dark turquoise

Machine washable at 40°C.

25,000

5

VIRESTAD red/white

Machine washable at 40°C.

25,000

5

REMMARN light grey

Machine washable at 40°C.

15,000

5
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Light
fastness
(0-6)

All parts and prices
EKTORP footstool.
W82×D62×H44 cm.

EKTORP 3-seat sofa,
W218×D88×H88 cm.

Hallarp beige

693.199.20

RM475

Hallarp beige

093.200.40

RM1,525

Hallarp grey

893.199.19

RM475

Hallarp grey

193.200.49

RM1,525

Remmarn light grey

293.199.22

RM425

Remmarn light grey

193.200.54

RM1,325

Totebo dark turquoise

493.199.21

RM375

Totebo dark turquoise

293.200.39

RM1,095

Totebo light beige

293.199.17

RM375

Totebo light beige

993.200.50

RM1,095

Virestad red/white

093.199.18

RM425

Virestad red/white

293.200.44

RM1,325

Extra cover

Extra cover

Hallarp beige

104.721.98

RM200

Hallarp beige

604.723.70

RM650

Hallarp grey

704.722.04

RM200

Hallarp grey

004.723.73

RM650

Remmarn light grey

404.722.10

RM150

Remmarn light grey

104.723.63

RM450

Totebo dark turquoise

904.722.03

RM100

Totebo dark turquoise

204.723.86

RM220

Totebo light beige

004.721.89

RM100

Totebo light beige

404.723.71

RM220

Virestad red/white

904.721.99

RM150

Virestad red/white

104.723.82

RM450

EKTORP armchair,
W105×D90×H88 cm.

EKTORP 3-seat sofa with chaise longue,
W252×D163×H88 cm

Hallarp beige

593.198.88

RM875

Hallarp beige

293.200.77

RM2,195

Hallarp grey

193.198.90

RM875

Hallarp grey

093.200.78

RM2,195

Remmarn light grey

993.198.91

RM795

Remmarn light grey

893.200.79

RM1,995

Totebo dark turquoise

393.198.94

RM645

Totebo dark turquoise

993.200.69

RM1,795

Totebo light beige

393.198.89

RM645

Totebo light beige

293.200.82

RM1,795

Virestad red/white

593.198.93

RM795

Virestad red/white

893.200.84

RM1,995

Hallarp beige

504.722.43

RM370

Extra cover

Hallarp grey

104.722.40

RM370

Hallarp beige

704.726.33

RM890

Remmarn light grey

004.722.93

RM290

Hallarp grey

404.726.39

RM890

Totebo dark turquoise

104.722.97

RM140

Remmarn light grey

004.726.55

RM690

Totebo light beige

704.722.99

RM140

Totebo dark turquoise

504.726.53

RM490

Virestad red/white

904.722.98

RM290

Totebo light beige

304.726.49

RM490

Virestad red/white

804.726.56

RM690

Extra cover

EKTORP 2-seat sofa,
W218×D88×H88 cm.
Hallarp beige

093.200.02

RM1,195

Hallarp grey

093.199.80

RM1,195

Remmarn light grey

993.199.90

RM1,075

Totebo dark turquoise

293.199.84

RM895

Totebo light beige

193.199.84

RM895

Virestad red/white

193.199.89

RM1,075

Hallarp beige

304.723.38

RM480

Hallarp grey

104.723.44

RM480

Remmarn light grey

004.723.49

RM360

Totebo dark turquoise

704.723.60

RM180

Totebo light beige

504.723.42

RM180

Virestad red/white

104.723.58

RM360

Extra cover
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